
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of SAS. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for SAS

SAS programming skills are used to query, compare, summarize and analyze
data
Assist Inventory processes such as various report reconciliation (unaccounted
research report) receiving product, shipping product or customer will calls
Assume overall editorial responsibility for Safety at Sea, writing or otherwise
sourcing all written editorial, photos, charts, diagrams or other visuals,
adhering where possible to web-first publishing protocols and ensuring
sufficient flatplan flexibility so that content is timely and relevant
Develop key internal relationships with the design and content editing teams
to ensure full communication, a steady workflow and that all deadlines are
met
Develop a personal brand as a recognised industry expert in on-board safety
issues, and internally within IHS
Develop relationships with key individuals throughout the industry whose job
it is to reduce accident rates, for the purpose of gaining expertise and
ensuring you are fully up to date on all current on board safety issues, trends
and developments
Establish a Safety at Sea industry advisory board of ship operator safety
executives and other industry professionals focused on improving on board
ship safety
Assist in the development of the Safety at Sea Awards
Direct daily activities of department staff, ensuring that all customers receive
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Build relationships with customers in order to identity needs and recommend
appropriate solutions, and apply product knowledge and industry knowledge
in order to confidently provide a high level of service and expertise with
every customer interaction

Qualifications for SAS

SAS strategic design solutions
Able to provide a vision of the final solution, not just working on building the
end result
Not someone who is working on reporting or BI or mapping OLAP cubes but
someone who has experience putting together the data warehouse solution
Already well established in their career
Understand regulatory programmes (this is a BCBS project but don't need
this specifically)
Mentor and guide the development team (15 - 20 in London, Wolverhampton
& India so lots of remote support for the team)


